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Intelligent Pharmacy 
Data Analytics
 
Unify your data to get better insights into 
your pharmacy. Our data analytics software 
– designed just for LTC operations like yours – 
turns existing data into actionable information 
you can use to improve pharmacy results.

“You name it, Mevesi can help you identify it. In 
less than five minutes you can build a dashboard 
that shows data across all systems. This tool allows 
us to identify anything that could be slowing 
financial progress. We have identified new 
avenues of potential revenue and productivity.”

Rusty Lee, Senior Vice President, Ancillary Services  
Community Health Services of Georgia

Unlimited Insights
Maximize your investments by aggregating near 
real-time metrics from prescription, drug, pricing, 
and accounting data. Easy-to-use reports facilitate 
forecasting, margin evaluation, inventory control, 
and operations monitoring.

Day-to-Day Control
View data so you are prepared for anything.  
Break down all your operations by Rx revenue, new 
business, organic growth, and existing business.

Essential Business Forecasting 
Predict the future. Identify strengths and 
weaknesses and control every aspect of your 
business. Simplify goal setting with reliable data  
and easy-to-read graphics that improve efficiency.

Decreased Costs
Quickly view your negative and positive margins 
and locate unpaid charges. Track high and low 
volume products for better inventory control and 
reduce on-hand inventory with real-time and 
historical information.
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Make Your Data Work for You

Learn More & Request a Demo Today 
866.257.4279  |  integragroup.com/mevesi

https://www.integragroup.com/solutions/mevesi/
https://www.integragroup.com/solutions/mevesi/
https://twitter.com/IntegraRx
https://www.youtube.com/user/IntegraIncSoftware
https://www.linkedin.com/company/integra-pharmacy-solutions/
https://www.facebook.com/integrapharmacysoftware/
https://www.instagram.com/integrapharmacysoftware/


Accounting System

 x Integrates with different accounting software programs

 x Access to multiple accounting specific reports:
 ‐ Stores

 ‐ Accounts

 ‐ Vendors

 ‐ Paid Claims

 ‐ Unpaid Claims

 ‐ Cash-Flow Summary

 x Dashboards provide at-a-glance view of data:
 ‐ Variable vs. Fixed

 ‐ Labor vs. Non-labor

 ‐ Cash-Flow

 ‐ Reconciliation

 x Scorecards give a quick visual of data to help identify 
trends and overall health of the pharmacy:
 ‐ Labor

 ‐ Location

 ‐ Non Labor

 ‐ Variable Cost

 ‐ Fixed Cost

 ‐ Pharmacy

 ‐ Non-Pharmacy

 ‐ Cash-Flow Detail

 ‐ Cash-Flow Forecasting

Point-of-Sale

 x Gather additional data from point-of-sale transactions.

 x Run location, product, and category reports for a clearer 
financial picture.

 x Create dashboards for revenue and volume.

 x Use reports for quick visibility into emerging trends.

Software Extensions

Integra is always working toward more integration to 
provide you flexibility and solutions that fit your needs. If 
you have a specific system you would like to talk about 
interfacing with, please reach out to our sales team to get 
a conversation started!

Integrate point of sale and accounting information into your Mevesi data feeds. In less than  
five minutes you can build a report that shows the exact data you want to see across all systems.
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